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Abstract 
Spectatorship is a dialogue with cultural expectations, anxieties and morals. In many activist performances the 
viewers struggle to come to terms with what is presented onstage either aesthetically, or morally. Accordingly, 
the art of AIDS is a great paradigm of social struggle which produced works of “high” art (in the sense of 
technically complex pieces of work). Moreover, early AIDS art publicly exposed the socially intolerable and the 
morally unacceptable, precisely because the works of art were “infected” with a cultural capital of unbearable 
otherness and, for some, “abnormality.” The aim of this paper is to examine a common aesthetic technique in 
the art of AIDS, which is to present the acting subject in limbo between appearance and disappearance, presence 
and absence as a metaphor for an upcoming death/aphanisis that must be previewed and witnessed. The pieces 
that are going to be discussed are: the last self-portrait of Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989); the last self-
portrait of David Wojnarowicz (1954-1992) and his theory on the artist’s sight; and the work of the Japanese 
artist collective Dumb Type, in which the performers are always seen to be absorbed by the media of their art. 
The paper will furthermore attempt to draw some general conclusions regarding spectatorship and the fading of 
the subject in contemporary performance art. 
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To G.K. In memoriam. 
 
AIDS art of the first two decades of the crisis is a paradigm of cultural activism par 
excellence (Crimp, “AIDS: Cultural Analysis” 3), which allowed a morally obscured illness 
to acquire a powerful aesthetic defence in the form of transcending action against social 
norms (Sontag 127-30). Either gay or queer AIDS Art was fundamentally “at odds with the 
normal” (Halperin 62), often producing visual hagiographies of the “homosexual body” that 
traditionally was “pushed out beyond the furthest margins of the social” (Watney 77).      
The aim of this paper is to examine a common aesthetic technique in the art of AIDS, 
which is to present the acting subject in limbo between appearance and disappearance, 
presence and absence as a metaphor for an upcoming aphanisis that must be previewed and 
witnessed. The pieces that are going to be discussed are the last self-portrait of photographer 
Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989), and the last self-portrait of performance artist David 
Wojnarowicz (1954-1992). Besides the above, a few other examples will also be discussed to 
support the conclusion that AIDS Art is a visual study on autothanatography,1 powerfully 
demonstrating how artists came to use popular Arts to articulate new knowledge about the 
                                                 
1 Term widely used by Jacques Derrida (“To Speculate” 257-409) in order to decipher the type of biographical 
writing which recounts the improper or untimely death of its own writer, more or less as a sort of a literary 
strategy in which “[o]ne must send away the non-proper, reappropriate oneself, make oneself come back until 
death. Send oneself the message of one’s own death” (355; cf. 359-61). 
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diseased self. This engagement with the visual is neither a simple handling of the image as a 
transparent reflection of lived experience, nor a mere inhabiting of a subject position, but 
rather a complex process of identification with, and negotiation of, the phenomenon of death.  
Moreover, it could be argued that an individual’s autobiographical work may reflect the 
tension between the artist’s personal ethics and the conservative social morals as “fields 
where different cultural codes intersect” (Couser 18), in a way threatening the social and 
cultural stability of knowledge. More generally, as Wojnarowicz advocated, AIDS Art was 
fundamentally hostile to social normalities:  
 
I think for people to get a sense of mortality is something akin to examining the structure of 
society. That seems the most threatening thing people can do – examine the structure of 
society. (Tongues 51)    
 
Photography, Art, Objectivity 
Even if a touch of materiality is pragmatically attached to photographs, “their value does 
not lie in the thing but in the information on their surface” (Flusser 93) and in what lies 
beneath. It is well established that photography is a kind of “haunting,” given that “the form 
itself makes irrevocable loss” (Prosser 39) or, in Barthes’ terms, a photograph is a corpse 
“alive as corpse: it is the living image of the dead” (79).2 Not surprisingly, even nineteenth-
century commentators had situated photographic representation in the context of the visual 
arts, celebrating both its potential to overcome the portrait painter with its unparalleled 
verisimilitude, and the ontological connection of the photographed moment to death (Smith 
134).3  
AIDS Art of the first decade of the crisis suggested a death-centred Weltanschauung for 
the Arts. Witnessing the concretization of death in autothanatographical images is a scandal 
of spectatorship, since  
 
[d]eath is radically resistant to the order of representation. Representations of death are 
misrepresentations, or rather representations of an absence. The paradox at the heart of the 
representation of death is best conveyed by the figure of prosopopeia, the trope by which an 
absent or imaginary person is presented as speaking or acting, a form which indicates the 
failure of presence, a face which withdraws behind the form which represents it. (Critchley 
26)  
 
However scandalously, the art of AIDS renders thinkable the impossibility of a posthumous 
testament of death written ante mortem, if indeed all autothanatographies are “the dead’s own 
accounts of their own deaths” (Callus 427). 
Since many photographic images are meant to make an argument about social relations, 
precisely because the documentary can be granted the cultural legitimacy of an intrusive 
                                                 
2 For an analysis of photography as resurrection of the past and the grammar of photography, see Wigoder (29-
36). 
3 An interesting parallel is drawn by Lefebvre: “if all portraits, whether they are photographic or painted, 
necessitate the existence of their object as a determining factor in the existence of the sign, then the only 
difference between them […] lies in the fact that photography requires a direct contact between the object and 
the sign” (213). 
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action which by definition bears the possibility of change through struggle,4 it is preferable to 
regard photography as an indicator of underlying social forces (Hall 150). What is more, 
photographs contribute to the material re-performance of the past, “replacing embodied 
experiences and connecting with spiritual ones, such as … historical experience, imagination, 
and memory,” “thereby signifying a historical past” (Edwards 135,142). Nonetheless, 
historiographical uses of photography are meant to arrange “a single corpus in a system of a 
synchrony in which all the elements articulate the unity of an ideal configuration” (Derrida, 
Archive Fever 3). Such inquires have necessitated coming to terms with photography as a 
cultural object of social attachment (Tucker 4), acknowledging photographs as fields of 
sociocultural enquiry. In Walter Benjamin’s terms:    
 
No matter how artful the photographer, no matter how carefully posed his subject, the 
beholder feels an irresistible urge to search (emphasis added) such a picture for the tiny spark 
of contingency [Zufall], of the here and now, with which reality has (so to speak) seared the 
character of the image, to find the inconspicuous spot where in the thusness [Sosein] of that 
long- forgotten moment the future nests so eloquently that we, looking back, may rediscover 
it. (510) 
 
The prosopopeia of Death 
Robert Mapplethorpe was born in Queens, ΝΥ, in 1946 and died of AIDS-related 
complications in March 1989 in Boston. He studied graphic arts and became keenly 
interested in photography from the seventies onwards.5 Artistically, he was influenced by the 
assemblage constructivism of Joseph Cornell and—with a more fetishist gaze—by the 
Dadaist abstraction of Marcel Duchamp (Banham 119-127). It is safe to argue that 
Mapplethorpe’s work is characterized by a fundamental oxymoron revolving around the 
aesthetic inclination towards the so-called classical lines, that may have classified his 
photography within the trope of a pseudo-classicism, and the choice of a heretic topic that 
enhances the form culturally, following the sedimentation of ideology in the aesthetics. The 
very fact that Mapplethorpe’s photographs look typical aesthetically contributed to the purely 
iconological reception of his oeuvre, resulting in his labelling as a classical photographer – 
like, for example, Helmut Newton. Within this framework, his work was severely de-
politicized and ideologically toned down, although Robert Mapplethorpe was socially alert as 
a gay photographer who lucidly documented a “deviant” sexual community and its fantasies, 
only to produce their cultural hagiographies.  
Above all, Mapplethorpe’s work was a breach on artistic normality, elevated— 
unfortunately or not—to a symbol of modernist Art, more frequently evading its ideological 
context. Mapplethorpe’s photographs aspire – quite narcissistically – to the entrapment of the 
photographed subject into the cultural topography of the photographer. His photographs – 
whether portraits, nudes or still lives (and it is not coincidental that they fall so appropriately 
into these traditional genres)—resemble the stylistics of pre-war studio photography (Crimp, 
                                                 
4 The famous photographer Martha Rossler supports the activist role of the photographer as a public intellectual 
(3-9). 
5 For full biographical information, see Morrisroe. Also, for a comprehensive historic analysis of the most public 
dimensions of Mapplethorpe's career, the branding of his work as pornography and the legal and censorship 
issues that surround the public display of his photographs, see Danto.  
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Melancholia 148).  What is more, the linear perspective of his art is related to classical 
sculpture (like the “weight shift” or the contraposition) and the muscular perception of a 
mostly male and black beauty.6 But, what makes Mapplethorpe’s art blasphemous and, at the 
same time, enlightening for the “unenlightened” is that it projects the imagery of a certain 
subculture in its most extra-cultural manifestation, by removing any trace of vérité and 
presenting the sexual object of desire plastically immobilized, as a monument in exhibition. 
As Elizabeth Fay comments, “Mapplethorpe's apparent seeming comes from a literal 
seaming, a putting together to produce a new costume and new self” (3). 
Mapplethorpe’s last portrait, his Self-Portrait (1988), is a landmark of the art of AIDS, 
and a testimony of anger and agony as a response to social terrorism against people with 
AIDS in the eighties. With the tendency to transform the ambient experience of a lived event 
to pure apocalyptic vision, the photographer is self-presented as a dead-to-be, in limbo 
between living and dying. The photograph shows Mapplethorpe wearing all black and facing 
the camera directly, with a skull-headed cane in his right hand. The event of departure is 
geometrically included in the photograph; the out-central placing of the body, a part of which 
is already in absentia, informs the viewer about a forthcoming disappearance from the 
horizon of the visible. In this autothanatography, there are two parallel presences: first, the 
angry, disfigured by the illness, face of the photographer is lined up with the resolute face of 
death, picturing an uneven battle of forces; and second, the powerful hand which dominates 
the space as an iconic symbol of struggle, competing with the departure of the body in focal 
magnitude. The phallic stick of death is grasped so energetically that the oxymoron of 
autothanatography is marvellously exhausted. As Peggy Phelan remarks, “above his white 
hand, an eyeless skull greets the viewer’s gaze, threatening to ‘reflect’ that gaze as itself on 
the brink of vanishing” (40). Finally, Mapplethorpe himself, wearing a black turtleneck 
sweater, ministers his absorption by his art and foreshadows his physical and artistic absence. 
It is the first time in the history of the art of AIDS that one of its basic aesthetic archetypes is 
met; that is, the absorption of the artist by his own work, as an ultimate gesture of self-
exposure. Moreover, this photograph is cultural par excellence as it documents and retells the 
history of a culture damned to disappearance, critically visualizing what has been obscured, 
what has been counterfeited, and what has been dragged to death.7  
Nonetheless, the melodramatic sentimentality of an untimely death is avoided for the sake 
of the aesthetic predominance of anger, through which the subject is presented from a 
position of cultural struggle and resistance. All photographs showing the victims and the 
wider implications of a holocaust are meant to be transformed into symbolic images which 
come to signify abstract concepts such as social evilness, illness or innocence.8 
                                                 
6 With regard to the black body, Mercer notes that the photographs of black men in Mapplethorpe’s work 
provide “perspectives, vantage points and ‘takes’” (174) on black men. The nudes are varying in their degree of 
explicitness, varying from poses on pedestals to frontal nudity, framing the penis as portrait. Mercer continues to 
note: “Mapplethorpe appropriates elements of commonplace racial stereotypes in order to regulate, organize, 
prop up and fix the process of erotic/aesthetic objectification, in which the black man’s flesh becomes burdened 
with the task of symbolizing the transgressive fantasies and desires of the white gay male subject” (176).  
7 Such theoretical attitudes towards the visual memories of the past have been adopted for the historical 
interpretation of past images of African Americans, and their relationship to the vicissitudes of photography and 
the vagaries of memory (Raiford 112-129).  
8 For this line of thought regarding AIDS as Holocaust, see Keilbach (54-76); Goshert 48-70. 
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Mapplethorpe’s final self-portrait bears an important cultural capital in as much as it is a gay 
manifesto of suffering, materialized beautifully through the use of classical lines,9 in order to 
foster social knowledge about the victims of AIDS from the position of the dying subject, and 
not from that of social condemnation.  
Similarly, David Wojnarowicz presented himself as a victim of social cruelty for the 
enlightenment of those witnessing his martyrdom, exactly as he had witnessed the death of 
his friends to AIDS, in a time of so much loss (Brush Fires 14). Painter, photographer, 
activist and performance artist, Wojnarowicz left school in 1973 to live the life of damned 
poets.10 He advocated a didactic role for the Arts and became widely known for his activist 
action as a Marxist artist living with AIDS, what was for him an illness of a diseased society 
(Carr 245). From a young age, Wojnarowicz began to question the social conventions of what 
he called the “[o]ther World … the brought up world; the owned world. The world of coded 
sounds: the world of language; the world of lies” (Close to the Knives 87-88). Through his 
art, Wojnarowicz was determined to portray his own perception of the world11 and, like a 
prophet, he was condemned to disclose the hidden mechanisms of the world’s evilness, 
visible to him through the frame of death and his infected vision.12  
In May 1991, Wojnarowicz visited Chaco Canyon in the desert of New Mexico to direct 
his last portrait, Untitled; his own ante mortem Epiphany. In this photograph, Wojnarowicz 
meets Mapplethorpe in a stylistic archetype of the Art of AIDS, precisely because the 
photographed subject is again captured as his own forthcoming disappearance/death. 
Imitating the process of entombment, Wojnarowicz buried himself in the desert sands, 
leaving only his face exposed next to the archaeological ruins of the canyon. The photograph 
shows him almost completely absorbed with small pebbles of white sand around his eyes and 
chin, giving the impression that he is either about to sink completely below the sand, or has 
just risen to the surface. The direction of the movement is unclear, but the stillness of the 
photograph focuses on the event of a passage from the present to the future (Sember 31). In 
the ambiguity of the movement, Wojnarowicz captures the moment of his disappearance 
from the horizon of the visible and, as an archaeological ruin-to-be, brings knowledge from 
underneath the surface of the constructed world. But what is most important is that the Chaco 
Canyon portrait is dated “1993” (Sember 32), suggesting that the photograph was printed 
after the artist’s death, and can be regarded as a primordial testimony of his disappearance. 
And here is where Wojnarowicz meets the post-traditionalist philosophy of photography, 
echoing Baudrillard’s idea about the photograph:  
 
The photo is not an image in real time. It retains the moment of the negative, the suspense of 
the negative, that slight time-lag which allows the image to exist before the world – or the 
                                                 
9 Regarding autobiographical images, Liu argues that “[i]n order to produce art, the experience of photographic 
discovery and aesthetization must be one of radical abstraction” (572), according to which shape equals feeling. 
In many cases, however, the stylization of feeling in pictorial terms (less abstractive and relatively realistic) can 
be equally effective, as in the case of Mapplethorpe. 
10 For biographical information, see Carr. 
11 “Since everything is generally in movement around us, then vision is made up of millions of ‘photographed’ 
and recalled pieces of information” (Wojnarowicz, Close to the Knives 53). 
12 For the diaries and texts of Wojnarowicz as autothanatographies, see Hane-Devore (103-22). 
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object – disappears into the image […] The photo preserves the moment of disappearance and 
thus the charm of the real, like that of a previous life. (88) 
 
And, if indeed photographs bear the aura of death, this self-portrait was always intended for 
an afterlife.  
  
Spectatorship, Meta-photography and aphanisis 
The Cuban-born visual artist Felix Gonzalez-Torres (who died of AIDS-related illnesses 
in 1996 at the age of 38) produced works of exquisite simplicity, ironically transforming the 
everyday into a testimony, in a very (literally) gay manner. The in-process installation 
Untitled (Portrait of Ross in L.A.) – Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York, 1991 – was a 
symbolic “re-assemblage” of the artist’s partner, Ross Laycock, who died of an AIDS-related 
illness that same year. The work (a floor stack-piece of approximately 92 x 92 x 92 cm) was 
situated in a corner of the gallery and comprised of 175 pounds of multi-coloured (mostly 
red) candies, individually wrapped in cellophane, the weight of which was corresponding to 
Ross’s ideal body-weight. Visitors were encouraged to take a piece of candy, a process which 
paralleled Ross’s weight-loss and suffering prior to his death, until his final disappearance 
from the horizon of the visible. During this symbolic ritual of communion, the viewers tasted 
the sweet blood and the body of the dead Martyr, transforming spectatorship into an 
experience of witnessing, enlightenment, and above all complicity – given that dying of 
AIDS was a common reality at that time. In an interview, Gonzalez-Torres summarized the 
strategic ideology of viewing the work of art as a death-rehearsal, and the role of the artist in 
the era of the AIDS-crisis: 
 
Around 1989 everyone was fighting for wall space. So the floor space was free, the floor 
space was marginal [...] and so, to be really honest, it was about being generous to a certain 
extent. I wanted people to have my work. […] In a way this ‘letting go’ of the work, this 
refusal to make a static form, a monolithic sculpture, in favour of a disappearing, changing, 
unstable, and fragile form was an attempt on my part to rehearse (emphasis added) my fears 
of having Ross disappear day by day right in front of my eyes. (qtd. in Blocker 45) 
 
It could be claimed that AIDS Art of the first decades of the crisis presented a new 
topography of the suffering body – extremely elegiac, so to say – and established concrete 
thematic stereotypes such as: art-making as a sacrifice of the artist’s self and the work of art 
as a martyrdom of self-exposure; the representation of the disappearance of the artist or, 
indeed his absorption by his medium (a figurative, untimely death); the artistic exploration of 
the body in extremis. In doing so, AIDS Art has transformed spectatorship into a gnostic 
strategy of acquiring knowledge through an emotionally intense aesthetic experience. 
Precisely because spectatorship becomes a dangerous encounter with cultural expectations, 
anxieties and morals, here lies a separation between the restated subjectivity (and resulting 
power) of the one who sees, and the paradigmatic objectivity of the one who is seen: the first 
is enlightened while the latter is enlightening. The effect can be cathartic for both the artist 
and the viewer, or occasionally morally repellent for some viewers, but is always instructive. 
According to Roland Barthes, it is the punctum in a photograph that attracts attention. It is 
that cut, that little hole in the image, which calls for the viewer’s engagement and stops a 
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photograph from simply being inert in our gaze; it is the “element that rises from the scene, 
shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me” (26-27).13 The actual cut in 
autothanatographies involves the presence of the photographed subject as its forthcoming 
absence, an element that lies at the very heart of any photographed event. Therefore, these 
photographs are not only long-lasting Epiphanies of the dead artists, but can also be regarded 
as meta-photographs, essentially commenting on the nature of photography itself. 
Furthermore, autothanatographies deny the “radical ungraspability of finitude, our 
inability to lay hold of death and make of it a work and to make that work the basis for an 
affirmation of life” (Critchley 26). This event becomes more scandalous for the photographed 
dead-to-be, precisely because it is visually presented and bears an uncommon material 
permanency. The process of disappearance is a process of subject-construction and 
enunciation. In Lacanian theory, aphanisis describes the process through which a subject is 
partially eclipsed behind any meaning-productive signifier that used to make a meaning of 
him/her: “when the subject appears somewhere as meaning, he is manifested elsewhere as 
‘fading’, as disappearance [...] aphanisis” (Lacan 218). Because the Other is the sole means 
through which a subject can be rendered thinkable (Lacan 207-08), aphanisis, the 
disappearance or the fading of the subject behind what used to conceive of it, is an essential 
concept for understanding subjectivity. 
The eclipse of the artist proclaims the essential affinity of every art with the zone of death 
and knowledge. In Lacan’s words, “there is no subject without, somewhere, aphanisis of the 
subject and it is in the alienation, in this fundamental division, that the dialectic of the subject 
is established” (221). The artists who died to AIDS chose for themselves the role of martyr 
only to affect the field of knowledge and form new subjectivities through vision and 
witnessing:  
 
With the exception of Hitler’s Nazi Germany, I have never perceived so much wrongdoing in 
my life. Because of this, I can’t understand – and have less tolerance for – why every so-
called artist in the world is not dealing with the horrors of contemporary life. 
But most contemporary art has little relevance to the lives we lead. Perhaps that is why I’m 
not interested in calling myself an artist. I just wish that those who do call themselves artists, 
or those who traffic in art […] would call themselves artists less and become message 
queens(emphasis  added)  more.  
                                                         (Crimp, AIDS: Cultural Analysis 146–147) 
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